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Paradigm Shifts

! Phrase popularized by Thomas Kuhn, 
philosopher of physics, in his famous book
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

(The Structure of Scientific Revolutions is the 
single most widely cited book in the social sciences)

! science does not progress via a 
linear accumulation of new knowledge, 
but undergoes occasional "paradigm shifts" 
in which the nature of scientific inquiry within a particular field is 
abruptly transformed (paraphrasing https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Kuhn )

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Kuhn
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! First collisions 2000
! p+p, d+Au, 3He+Au, Zr+Zr, 

Ru+Ru, Cu+Cu, Cu+Au, 
Au+Au, U+U

! ÖsNN ~ 7–200 GeV
! Polarized protons

RHIC = Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
RHIC

! First collisions 2010
! p+p, Pb+Pb, p+Pb
! ÖsNN =2.76 TeV, 5.5 TeV
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! …a spectacular transition to a new phase of matter, 
a quark-gluon plasma, may occur… 

It is the opinion of this Committee that the United States 
should proceed with the planning for the construction of 
this relativistic heavy ion collider facility expeditiously, and 
we see it as the highest priority new scientific opportunity 
within the purview of our science.

1983 Long Range Plan for Nuclear Physics
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Theoretical Guidance
! 1983:  “an extended 

quark-gluon plasma within 
which the quarks are 
deconfined and move 
independently”
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Expectations circa 2000

• As encoded in the Nuclear Physics Wall Chart,
• http://www.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/

• RHIC would create 
a quark-gluon plasma;

a “gas” 
of weakly coupled 
quarks and gluons

http://www.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/
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But - The Quark-Gluon Plasma is Not a Gas of “Partons”

! Prejudice circa 2000:
4Protons and neutrons 

would ‘sublimate’ to a gas
of quarks and gluons

4Much like dry ice

! Discovery circa 2005
4The quark-gluon plasma 

is a nearly perfect liquid
4Something like regular 

ice to water 
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RHIC’s Experiments

STAR
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Collide the heaviest nuclei at the highest energies

Subtle Experimental Technique
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2000 CERN Press Release
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RHIC’s First Two Major Discoveries
! Discovery of 

strong “elliptic” flow:
4Elliptic flow in Au + Au collisions at 

√sNN= 130 GeV, 
STAR Collaboration, 
(K.H. Ackermann et al.). 
Phys.Rev.Lett.86:402-407,2001

4803 citations

! Discovery of 
“jet quenching”
4Suppression of hadrons with large 

transverse momentum in central Au+Au 
collisions at √sNN = 130 GeV, 
PHENIX Collaboration (K. Adcox et al.), 
Phys.Rev.Lett.88:022301,2002

41156 citations

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/wwwauthors?key=4462483
http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-ex/0009011
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/wwwauthors?key=4719743
http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-ex/0109003
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The Basic Results
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! New York 
Times article 
by 
Jim Glanz
emphasizing 
“reluctance” 
to announce 
QGP 
discovery
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! …the CERN announcement 
''added more confusion than light to the story'’
4RHIC scientist

From That Article
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! …the CERN announcement 
''added more confusion than light to the story'’
4RHIC scientist

! They (BNL) were just starting a half-billion-dollar operation and 
we (CERN) are saying: “Bye-bye. We have stolen your child”
4Senior CERN scientist

From That Article
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RHIC Scientists Serve Up ‘Perfect’ Liquid 

… the scientists say that instead of behaving like a gas of free quarks 
and gluons, as was expected, the matter created in RHIC’s heavy ion 

collisions appears to be more like a liquid.
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! Quark gluon plasma and color glass condensate at RHIC? The Perspective from the 
BRAHMS experiment, 
Nucl.Phys. A757 (2005) 1-27, nucl-ex/0410020

! Formation of dense partonic matter in relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC: 
Experimental evaluation by the PHENIX collaboration, 
Nucl.Phys. A757 (2005) 184-283, nucl-ex/0410003

! The PHOBOS perspective on discoveries at RHIC,
Nucl.Phys. A757 (2005) 28-101, nucl-ex/0410022

! Experimental and theoretical challenges in the search for the quark gluon plasma: The 
STAR Collaboration's critical assessment of the evidence from RHIC collisions, 
Nucl.Phys. A757 (2005) 102-183, nucl-ex/0501009 

The Papers

http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-ex/0410020
http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-ex/0410003
http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-ex/0410022
http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-ex/0501009
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! Once again, the physics research sponsored by the 
Department of Energy is producing historic results 
4Samuel Bodman, Secretary of Energy

! In fact, the degree of collective interaction, rapid thermalization, 
and extremely low viscosity of the matter being formed at RHIC 
make this the most nearly perfect liquid ever observed…The 
current findings don't rule out the possibility that this new state 
of matter is in fact a form of the quark-gluon plasma, just 
different from what had been theorized.
4Sam Aronson, Associate Laboratory Director for High Energy and 

Nuclear Physics

! The possibility of a connection between string theory and 
RHIC collisions is unexpected and exhilarating.
4Raymond L. Orbach, Director of the DOE Office of Science

From the Press Release
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Addressing the nature of QGP discovery

! From the 
PHENIX 
“White Paper”

! nucl-ex/0410003

! (3302 citations)

Q: What is the most 
relevant 
“experimentally 

observed property”?
A. Viscosity

(suitably normalized)

http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-ex/0410003
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Perfection çè (No) Viscosity
! Isotropic in rest frame 
è No shear stress 
è no viscosity,  h = 0

! Primer: 
4Remove your organic prejudices
4Viscosity  ~ mean free path

4Small viscosity è Small lmfp
4Zero viscosity è lmfp = 0 (!) 

mfppn lh ~

y
v

A
F xx

¶
¶

-= h

X
Exercise: 

Check that this 
has correct 
dimensions.
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Small Viscosity Compared to What ?

! Various measures lead to

! This is small.

! It implies    damping time  ~ 1 / 0.1 =10 x longer
than natural thermal time  ~ 1 / (Temperature)

~ ħ / (Temperature)

!"#
$
! 0

RHIC
÷
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(Near)-Perfect Fluids

! Ideal aka “Perfect” fluid characterized by 
4 mean-free-path  l  = 0
è viscosity h ~ n <p> l = 0

! Near-perfect fluid characterized by 
4Small l (relative to system size R) 
è “small” viscosity  h ~  n <p> l ~   <p> / s

4“Small”  h implies large  s
4“Large”  s implies  strong coupling !

(Jet quenching also implies strong coupling .)

Remember 
that

l = 1/(n s)
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A Long Time Ago (1985)
! Miklos Gyulassy and Pawel Danielewicz:

4Dissipative Phenomena 
In Quark-Gluon Plasmas
P. Danielewicz, M. Gyulassy 
Phys.Rev. D31, 53,1985. 

noted restrictions on smallest allowed h :

! Most restrictive:
! l > ħ /<p>         Þ h > ~ n / 3
! But recall s = 3.6 n for 

the quanta they were considering

! Þh/s  > 1 / (3.6 x 3) ~ ħ / (4 p)

~ 0.1 ħ

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep/www?j=PHRVA,D31,53
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Alternative History

! So the “perfect fluid” observed at RHIC with

was immediately recognized  as confirming the 1985 
uncertainty principle estimate of 
Danielewicz and Gyulassy

! Except that’s not what happened…
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Instead …

! In 2003-4 a new estimate (bound?) appeared from the AdS/CFT 
correspondence 
in string theory (!): 
4A Viscosity Bound Conjecture,  

P. Kovtun, D.T. Son,  A.O. Starinets, 
hep-th/0405231

in a rigorous calculation 
with no (apparent) appeal to the uncertainty principle.

η
s
≥
!
4π

~ 0.08!

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405231
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AdS / CFT in a Picture

Graviton with 
5-momentum  k  in bulk 

satisfies k•k = 0 ®
described by 4 numbers

Those 4 numbers 
describe virtual gauge 

quanta on 4-d
boundary

( Adopted from S. Brodsky figure )
flat

AdS

F A hard 
(strongly-
coupled) 

gauge theory 
calculation is 
dual to an 
easy semi-
classical 

gravitational 
calculation.

(AdS = Anti de Sitter space )

(CFT = Conformal Field Theory )
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! All ordinary fluids exceed the KSS bound by factors of 10-1000
4 “A Viscosity Bound Conjecture”,  

P.    Kovtun, 
D.T. Son, 
A.O. Starinets,  hep-th/0405231

! RHIC 
(and now  LHC)
sQGP fluids 
are at 
~1-3 
on this 
scale (!)

Is The Bound Respected ?

p
h

4
!

³
s

4p

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0405231
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Paradigm Shift

+ +

☞The realization that the key property of the quark-gluon plasma      
is  its “perfect liquidity”, 
as quantified by h/s being at or near the quantum bound
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Paradigm Shift
! Google N-gram search for “QGP”
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Paradigm Shift
! inSPIRE query for all publications with

QGP, SQGP, QUARK-GLUON PLASMA, QCD PLASMA, 
STRONGLY COUPLED PLASMA, 
STRONGLY-COUPLED PLASMA, 
RHIC PLASMA

in their title:
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15-Jun-2018      https://xkcd.com/2007
34

11-Dec-19

“Buddy, you trying to pull something? I 
can’t buy this gold – all of the electrons 

are missing. I could face serious charges!”
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! First collisions 2000
! p+p, d+Au, 3He+Au, Zr+Zr, 

Ru+Ru, Cu+Cu, Cu+Au, 
Au+Au, U+U

! ÖsNN ~ 7–200 GeV
! Polarized protons

Two Facilities
RHIC LHC

! First collisions 2010
! p+p, Pb+Pb, p+Pb
! ÖsNN =2.76 TeV, 5.5 TeV
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sPHENIX – The Next Step
! Open question:

How do 
asymptotically free 
quarks and gluons
conspire to form 
the world’s most
perfect fluid?

! To answer:

Probe it on the smallest
possible length scales
with jets
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For Your Reading Pleasure
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Thank You!

This work was supported by the United States Department 
of Energy Grant DOE-FG02-86ER-40281


